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ABSTRACT

Domestic violence remains a pressing complex social problem of people of any gender, age, socio-economic status, and ethno-cultural background, an issue that worsened worldwide during the COVID-19 pandemic. Digital, online, or artificial intelligence-based smart technological services, applications, and tools provide novel approaches in addressing domestic violence, including intimate partner violence. This systematic literature review analyses the ethical challenges and opportunities these (protective) digital and smart technologies provide to the stakeholders involved. Our results highlight that the public health and societal issue are the leading narratives of domestic violence, which is predominantly interpreted as gender-based violence. The review highlights an emerging trend of the role of machine learning- and artificial intelligence-based approaches in identifying and preventing domestic violence. However, we argue that little recommendation is available to professionals about how to use these approaches in a responsible way, and that the smartness of high-tech technologies is often challenged by basic-level technologies from perpetrators, creating an imbalance that also limits an impactful development of a comprehensive socio-technical regime that serves the safety and resilience of families in their communal setting.

1. Introduction

In Europe domestic violence (also known as domestic abuse, and includes intimate partner violence [IPV])—the pattern of physical or emotional abuse within households or ex-partners, either online and offline, to gain or maintain power and control [1]—is considered a pressing social problem. People of any gender, young or old, rich or poor, from different ethnic and cultural backgrounds can become victims of this particular form of violence [1,2]. Therefore, the Council of Europe on May 11, 2011 adopted the Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence Against Women and Domestic Violence, better known as the Istanbul Convention [3], a human rights treaty recognizing violence against women as a violation of human rights and a form of discrimination. The Istanbul Convention, which went into force on August 1, 2014, implements for signatory countries mechanisms to tackle domestic violence via prevention, protection, prosecution, integrated policy development, and monitoring mechanisms [3]. In addition, on Feb 9, 2021 the European Commission launched a public consultation with the aim of creating a legislative initiative that would be best at tackling gender-based violence.
and domestic violence in accordance with the EU’s Gender Equality Strategy [4]. Domestic violence is not only a European issue, the United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) considers global efforts to reduce violence as an essential way to create sustainable societies [5,6]. Furthermore, as with many societal issues, the challenge of domestic violence also worsened in the light of the global health crisis associated with tackling the COVID-19 pandemic (2020–2022). Hence, the enforced social isolation not only halted the monitoring of levels of domestic violence worldwide [2], it also aggravated the conditions under which domestic violence flourished [7].

Unfortunately, modern and emergent digital technologies are often utilized and abused by offenders of domestic violence [8]. While this raises interesting issues about the dual-use nature of modern and emergent digital technologies, this research paper would like to contribute to the overview of the opportunities these technologies may provide in protecting victims and which tools may contribute to the victims’ safety. We give special consideration to Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence-based (ML/AI) technologies as well, exploring their potential in the fight against domestic violence, and in particular its subcategory, IPV. We refer to ML/AI-based systems as digital technologies capable of performing tasks requiring intelligence by improving their task-specific performance over time through learning and experience [9].

Against this backdrop, the current systematic literature review answers the following question: what are the digital, online (web-based), or ML/AI-based technological services, applications, and tools associated with addressing domestic violence, and what ethical challenges and opportunities do these technologies pose to the stakeholders involved? In particular, we scrutinize the presence of any ethical governing principles, their application in practice, and the various methodological and design frameworks utilized during the application of online tools and digital technologies using artificial intelligence, along with a qualitative assessment of their practical implementations, practical lessons learnt, and their possible future challenges.

Such an overview is needed due to the dearth of systematic overviews of scholarly literature about addressing the challenges of domestic violence with emerging technologies, and their normative underpinnings. The complexity of the issue of domestic violence requires a systematic scrutiny of the theoretical frameworks, methods and approaches, and practical solutions that inform further development in this area.

2. Methodology

Our systematic literature review included four steps. First, we developed a set of keywords as search terms for interrogating the scientific databases. These comprised 3 domains: ethics-related, domestic violence-specific, as well as AI, digital, or online technologies-related syntaxes. The syntaxes were refined through multiple iterations and test-searches in the selected scientific databases to minimize the noise and optimize the relevance of the results. The overview of these domain-specific syntaxes is listed in Table 1.

Second, we queried the selected scientific databases with the combined syntax. Whenever it was necessary, the generic search syntax was adjusted to the database-specific syntax, while maintaining transparency. The searched databases excluded Google Scholar for reasons of questionable reproducibility of the search results [10]. However, the search incorporated preprint sources available through the Dimensions.ai database for mapping the most up-to-date research results possible. The overview of the databases queried is provided in Table 2.

The queries included full-text searches of the peer-reviewed publications. The search included results published during 2016–2021, and were limited to papers written in English.

The evaluation of the retrieved publications from the database search, following the syntax query containing the relevant search terms, was based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA 2020) methodology [11], applied for new systematic reviews (i.e., searches of databases and registers only). The first round of relevance assessment was limited to the title and abstract of the retrieved publication. Publications that passed the first round underwent an additional second round of relevance assessment by reading the full-text of the publication.

A publication was deemed relevant if it referred to all 4 of the following criteria: a) questions or cases related to domestic violence broadly conceived; b) ethical or value-sensitive methodology, reflection, or evaluation of a technological system from the socio-ethical perspective; c) involved digital, online, or AI-based technological services and applications; d) were written in English.

The resulting list of publications from the database queries were exported into a reference manager, where they were analyzed for duplicity and any duplicates eliminated. Third, the titles and abstracts of the papers were assessed for relevance. Papers deemed irrelevant were excluded. Fourth, the resulting list of potentially relevant publications were then further qualitatively analyzed by reading the full-text of the articles (Fig. 1). The qualitative analysis of the results and their ethical relevance has been inspired by Mepham’s methodology (a practical framework to guide ethical analysis and discussion) of ethical analysis [12], with the help of an ethical matrix adjusted to the needs of this literature review.

2 Research Square Partners with Dimensions to Provide Citation Data on Preprints: https://www.dimensions.ai/news/research-square-partners-with-dimensions-to-provide-citation-data-on-preprints/.
3 PRISMA 2020 flow diagram for new systematic reviews which included searches of databases and registers only: https://www.prisma-statement.org/PRISMAStatement/FlowDiagram.
3. Results

The database queries and output analyses resulted in 40 relevant publications. The overview of the results from the database queries and output analyses are listed in Table 3. The publication of Turobov et al. [13] was excluded following the inclusion criteria, as its main text is written in Russian, leaving 40 relevant publications in total for analysis.

Building on Mepham’s checklist of concerns [12], we used this matrix to provide categorizations of the reviewed articles that list domestic violence and/or IPV as a topic belonging one of the 6 main categories (Table 4; Fig. 2), the main gender-focus of affected stakeholders represented by the reviewed literature (Fig. 3), and the overview of research methodologies represented in the reviewed publications (Fig. 4).

The overview of the distribution of these categories across the articles is demonstrated (Fig. 2). Most of the reviewed publications categorize domestic violence as a (global) public health (23%) or socio-cultural (23%) issue. The former categorization emerged in the 1980s [49]. A smaller proportion list domestic violence as a policing, criminal justice, and law enforcement challenge (11%), safety & security challenge affecting wellbeing of populations (8%), or as a human rights issue (7%). A consistent amount of publications approached IPV from the technology and ML/AI perspective (28%).

The majority of the reviewed publications investigated IPV from a women’s perspective (59%), while only a single study focused on men (3%). A large number of publications did not have any specific gender-focus (28%), while 10% of the studies used a gender-neutral inclusive approach (Fig. 3).

Most of the literature we reviewed on IPV and technology were literature reviews, ethnographic observation investigations, or research involving ML/AI with deep learning neural networks (20% each category). 9% of the reviewed publications reported on a prototype development of specific devices. These prototype-development often involved elements of participatory design approaches with relevant stakeholders’ involvement. Other studies used pure data-mining approaches, or conceptual analyses (7% each category) without direct stakeholder involvement. A single publication provided dedicated ethical analysis (2%; Fig. 4).

4. Findings

4.1. The phenomenon of domestic and intimate partner violence

4.1.1. Important concepts

IPV is characterized by coercive control and is an inherently gendered crime, with women disproportionately affected (most commonly with men being the perpetrators and women the victims [2,14,49]). Thus, IPV is a subset of domestic violence, where the latter per definitionem includes also children or other individuals associated with a household [1]. Psychological violence, emotional violence, and emotional abuse are also used interchangeably in reports describing the correlated types of phenomena [2,53,54].

Mayhew and Jahankhani [26] list various types of coercive control, such as, isolation from friends and family members, deprivation of basic needs (e.g., food, sleep, meeting others, whereabouts, medical services); time and online communication monitoring (e.g., spyware, keyloggers); repeated humiliation and dehumanization (e.g., putting down, making one feel worthless) or intimidation; and financial control.

Abreu Maia et al. [49] categorize interpersonal violence into a) family violence (e.g., child maltreatment; IPV; elder abuse); and b) community violence (e.g., acquaintance and stranger violence; youth violence; assault by strangers, property crimes related violence; workplace violence). Some resources refer to domestic violence/IPV as to an ‘epidemic’ [14] that is endemic [54], whereas previous ethnological studies confirmed intimate partner and domestic violence in 90 societies, affecting 84.5% women, 6.7% men, and 74.4%
Table 2
Overview of queried databases and database-specific syntaxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database/URL</th>
<th>Database-specific syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web of Science/Web of Knowledge <a href="https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/web-of-science/">https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/web-of-science/</a></td>
<td>(TS=((ethical OR moral) AND (judgement? OR argument* OR reason* OR value?)) OR (ethics OR morality) OR utilitarian* OR deontolog* OR virtue OR virtuous OR libertarian* OR communitarian* OR just* OR rightful*) OR norm OR decision OR (policy AND (guideline? OR guidance OR recommendation?)) OR princip* OR regulation OR intent* OR oversight OR accountab* OR liab* OR responsib* OR dignity OR (“human right”) OR (“vulnerable person”) OR autonomy) AND LANGUAGE: (English) AND (TS=(“machine learning”) OR (“neural network”) OR (“pattern recognition”) OR ((reinforcement OR deep) AND learning) OR (“human-scale knowledge”) OR (“domain expert”) OR (“decision tree”) OR (“advice tracker”) OR (“smart” OR intelligent) AND (instrument* OR home)) OR (“responsible use of technology”) OR (“tech abuse”) OR (“meaningful human control”) OR (“decision forming”) OR (“bot”) OR (“bots”) OR (“distress signal”) OR (“algorithmic fairness”) OR (“black box”) OR (“Pandora’s box”) OR AI OR (“artificial intelligence”) OR (“ambient intelligence”) OR empowerment OR (“victim support”) OR (violation AND (detection OR prevention OR warning OR signalling) AND app?) OR (“technology for good”) OR “AI4Good” OR creepeware OR spyware OR spoofing OR (“partner surveillance”) OR (“social network”) OR (ICT OR technolog*) OR digital?ation OR (“technology?facilitated” AND (sexual OR domestic) violence) OR (“TFSV”)) AND LANGUAGE: (English) AND (TS=((domestic OR household OR physical OR psychological OR “intimate partner” OR (“intimate relationship” OR spousal OR digital OR) AND (violence OR terrorism OR abuse)) OR (“abusive relationship”) OR (“partner repercussion”) OR (coercive AND (control OR manipulation)) OR bossing OR gaslight* OR disparag* OR “sex trolling” OR (“silent household”) OR (“corrosive silence”) OR (“intimate partner” AND (rape OR assault OR stalk* OR molest* OR harassment)) OR (“sleep deprivation”) OR powerless* OR (financial OR emotional) AND dependent*) OR incest OR (cyber AND bullying OR mobbing) OR (“shielding relative”) OR (“advice line” OR charities) OR (“violence against women and girls” OR “VAWG”) OR (“sexual exploitation”) OR (“sexual exploitation and abuse” OR “PSEA”)) AND LANGUAGE: (English)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus Elsevier <a href="https://www.scopus.com/">https://www.scopus.com/</a></td>
<td>TITLE-ABS-KEY (((domestic OR household OR physical OR psychological OR “intimate partner” OR (“intimate relationship” OR spousal OR digital) AND (violence OR terrorism OR abuse)) OR (“abusive relationship”) OR (“partner repercussion”) OR (coercive AND (control OR manipulation)) OR bossing OR gaslight* OR disparag* OR “sex trolling” OR (“silent household”) OR (“corrosive silence”) OR (“intimate partner” AND (rape OR assault OR stalk* OR molest* OR harassment)) OR (“sleep deprivation”) OR powerless* OR (financial OR emotional) AND dependent*) OR incest OR (cyber AND bullying OR mobbing) OR (“shielding relative”) OR (helpline OR “advice line” OR charities) OR (“violence against women and girls” OR “VAWG”) OR (“sexual exploitation”) OR (“sexual exploitation and abuse” OR “PSEA”)) AND (“machine learning”) OR (“neural network”) OR (“pattern recognition”) OR ((reinforcement OR deep) AND learning) OR (“human-scale knowledge”) OR (“domain expert”) OR (“decision tree”) OR (“advice tracker”) OR (“smart” OR intelligent) AND (instrument* OR home)) OR (“responsible use of technology”) OR (“tech abuse”) OR (“meaningful human control”) OR (“decision forming”) OR (“bot”) OR (“bots”) OR (“distress signal”) OR (“algorithmic fairness”) OR (“black box”) OR (“Pandora’s box”) OR AI OR (“artificial intelligence”) OR (“ambient intelligence”) OR empowerment OR (“victim support”) OR (violation AND (detection OR prevention OR warning OR signalling) AND app?) OR (“technology for good”) OR “AI4Good” OR creepeware OR spyware OR spoofing OR (“partner surveillance”) OR (“social network”) OR (ict OR technolog*) OR digital?ation OR (“technology?facilitated” AND (sexual OR domestic) violence) OR (“TFSV”)) AND (((ethical OR moral) AND (judgement? OR argument* OR reason* OR value?)) OR (ethics OR morality) OR utilitarian* OR deontolog* OR virtue OR virtuous OR libertarian* OR communitarian* OR just* OR rightful*) OR norm OR decision OR (policy AND (guideline? OR guidance OR recommendation?)) OR princip* OR regulation OR intent* OR oversight OR accountab* OR liab* OR responsib* OR dignity OR (“human right”) OR (“vulnerable person”) OR autonomy) AND (LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2021) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2020) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2019) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2018) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2017) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2016))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions.ai <a href="https://app.dimensions.ai/">https://app.dimensions.ai/</a></td>
<td>(((domestic OR household OR physical OR psychological OR “intimate partner” OR (“intimate relationship” OR spousal OR digital) AND (violence OR terrorism OR abuse)) OR (“abusive relationship”) OR (“partner repercussion”) OR (coercive AND (control OR manipulation)) OR bossing OR gaslight* OR disparag* OR “sex trolling” OR (“silent household”) OR (“corrosive silence”) OR (“intimate partner” AND (rape OR assault OR stalk* OR molest* OR harassment)) OR (“sleep deprivation”) OR powerless* OR (financial OR emotional) AND dependent*) OR incest OR (cyber AND bullying OR mobbing) OR (“shielding relative”) OR (helpline OR “advice line” OR charities) OR (“violence against women and girls” OR “VAWG”) OR (“sexual exploitation”) OR (“sexual exploitation and abuse” OR “PSEA”)) AND (“machine learning”) OR (“neural network”) OR (“pattern recognition”) OR ((reinforcement OR deep) AND learning) OR (“human-scale knowledge”) OR (“domain expert”) OR (“decision tree”) OR (“advice tracker”) OR (“smart” OR intelligent) AND (instrument* OR home)) OR (“responsible use of technology”) OR (“tech abuse”) OR (“meaningful human control”) OR (“decision forming”) OR (“bot”) OR (“bots”) OR (“distress signal”) OR (“algorithmic fairness”) OR (“black box”) OR (“Pandora’s box”) OR AI OR (“artificial intelligence”) OR (“ambient intelligence”) OR empowerment OR (“victim support”) OR (violation AND (detection OR prevention OR warning OR signalling) AND app?) OR (“technology for good”) OR “AI4Good” OR creepeware OR spyware OR spoofing OR (“partner surveillance”) OR (“social network”) OR (ict OR technolog*) OR digital?ation OR (“technology?facilitated” AND (sexual OR domestic) violence) OR (“TFSV”)) AND (((ethical OR moral) AND (judgement? OR argument* OR reason* OR value?)) OR (ethics OR morality) OR utilitarian* OR deontolog* OR virtue OR virtuous OR libertarian* OR communitarian* OR just* OR rightful*) OR norm OR decision OR (policy AND (guideline? OR guidance OR recommendation?)) OR princip* OR regulation OR intent* OR oversight OR accountab* OR liab* OR responsib* OR dignity OR (“human right”) OR (“vulnerable person”) OR autonomy) AND (LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2021) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2020) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2019) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2018) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2017) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2016))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
A related term of cyber-violence is defined as a “broad range of repeated abuse (controlling and coercive behaviours) committed by one person (the perpetrator) against their current or former intimate partner (the victim) through the use of technology” regardless of geographical boundaries [14]. This is also called technology-facilitated abuse, which can occur at any stage of the relationship, however, such abuse may escalate over a long period of time, making an effort to leave the abusive relationship difficult [14]. It may involve a) abuse (unwanted calls, cyber-stalking); b) control (activities, locations, involvement with others; surveillance, monitoring, spyware apps, hacking into social media accounts); c) harassment (dissemination of intimate image, revenge porn, reputational damage); d) attempts to isolate the victim (tampering/destroying/hiding assistive technology devices); e) it may also involve existential threat (killing) [14,22].

4.1.2. Social context

Although our analysis focused primarily on technology-facilitated IPV, children often are either affected by or themselves victims of domestic abuses. Emeuze [17] highlights that children and adolescents may also experience technology-based abuse in forms of online stalking, zoombombing, cyberbullying, doxing, sexualized trolling, non-consensual pornography, and other forms of coercive behaviours with adverse implications. Sasaki and Ishii-Kuntz [41] provide an overview of immediate, short-, and long-term effects of IPV on children and their families in the Japanese context.

Our study also overlaps with the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic (2020–2022). The WHO [2] highlights that the overall impact of the pandemic on IPV prevalence rates is not well known, as it interrupted multiple survey studies. However, the WHO [2] emphasizes that the prevalence of IPV before the pandemic was already high globally (based on data collected during 2000–2018), and multiple reports from helplines, policy, health and other services suggest further increase of IPV during the pandemic. The 3-week average UK Domestic Abuse figures in cases of fatal violence on women by men roughly doubled at the beginning of the pandemic, compared with similar periods in previous years [26,56].

Emeuze [17] highlights that alongside the pandemic, domestic abuse is described as ‘shadow pandemic’ by a representative of UN Women, also confirming that domestic violence hotlines faced an unprecedented surge in calls in the first week of lockdowns. Digital interventions are valuable additions to socially and physically isolated people experiencing abuse [17].

4.1.3. Causes

Among the main sources of domestic violence/IPV are commonly listed a) the current social norms and associated power relations, including attitudes supporting violence [22]; b) rapid urbanisation [49]; c) consumer aspirations [49]; d) unemployment [49]; e) lower level of acquired education [22,49,57]; f) poverty [22,49]; g) family dynamics and history [22]; h) drug and alcohol abuse [49]; and i) the ease of acquiring firearms [49].

Amusa et al. [22] define covariates that significantly influence the prediction of IPV. These include the fear of the partner as the most prominent one, followed by attitudes towards violence, then, history of abuse, and then, alcohol and drug use. Fear is the strongest predictor of IPV, while exhibiting reverse causality (endogeneity) [22].

The one of the explanatory phenomena corresponding with cyber-violence/technology-facilitated abuse is the anonymity provided by the technology. It may create toxic disinhibition, which refers to lowered or completely abandoned social restrictions in cyberspace, resulting in abusive behaviour that would otherwise not be expressed during an in-person interaction [14,58].

4.1.4. Consequences

The effects of domestic violence/IPV, both in general terms as well as technology-facilitated violence, can be categorized as physical, mental/emotional, behavioural, societal, and sexual/reproductive aspects. As many of these extend to technology-facilitated violence, while the first (physical) and last (sexual/reproductive) concern the non-technical domain.

Among the common physical effects of domestic violence/IPV in the reviewed literature were listed maxillofacial injuries. In these
Table 3
Overview of database results and number of relevant publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Total Number of Publications</th>
<th>Number of Relevant Titles/Abstracts</th>
<th>Duplicates from Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web of Science/Web of Knowledge</td>
<td>1143</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus Elsevier</td>
<td>1665</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions.ai</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. PRISMA 2020 [11] flow chart.
cases of violence it is usually the face that is a first point of contact in various human interactions [49]. Domestic violence/IPV can furthermore lead to additional physical disabilities and/or severe functional or permanent deformities [49].

Secondly, behaviour consequences of domestic violence/IPV may comprise attempts to isolate and control the victim. This can extend to technological means, e.g., limiting social interactions with relatives and friends, as well as surveillance as a part of parental contact [46]. Victims of technology-facilitated domestic violence/IPV are often reluctant to block the perpetrators on their devices out of fear of consequences (e.g., it is better to know what the perpetrator does than be agnostic and caught unguarded; [46]), which affects long-term behavioural patterns.

Thirdly, one of the major consequences of domestic violence/IPV involves mental and emotional wellbeing. Wellbeing is affected by cyberbullying [21] (which is a recognized phenomenon since 2003 [59]; temporary anxiety to suicide [21]; depression [22]; causing traumatic experiences and consequently the development of long-term PTSD [14,22]). Technology in this regard is has been utilized to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Safety &amp; security, wellbeing</td>
<td>[14–20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology, AI</td>
<td>[14–17,19–35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policing, Criminal Justice, Law enforcement</td>
<td>[14,23,26,36–41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal, Cultural issue</td>
<td>[14,17,22,26,35,38–48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global or Public health issue</td>
<td>[2,14,15,17,22,25,27,29–32,42,45,49–52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights issue</td>
<td>[2,33,34,41,46]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

Categorization of relevant publications based on source of domestic violence/IPV. The categories may overlap across a single publication.

**Fig. 2.** Overview of topic-focus of relevant reviewed publications.

**Fig. 3.** Overview of gender-focus of relevant reviewed publications.
spread terror (e.g., playing loud music remotely via smart speakers in the middle of the night; [60]); gaslighting [61]. Smart devices also enable the perpetrator to stalk via SNS and GPS location tracking [46]. Digital recordings were also used in cases of blackmailing (e.g., intimate records) [46].

Fourthly, societal effects of technology-facilitated domestic violence/IPV were linked with the unauthorized sharing of intimate records referred to as revenge porn [46]. Another such activity is fraping, which also involves unauthorized alteration of individual’s profile information on social media accounts by a third party [18].

Finally, the effects of domestic violence/IPV on sexual and reproductive capacities are linked with sexually transmitted diseases, e.g., HIV/AIDS [22]. Henry et al. [38] identify the main challenges associated with domestic violence in its context, its significance, as well as impacts. They found a diverse variety of behaviours in IPV violent contexts, where technology is used to a) set up and b) commit the abusive act, which can then be conducted c) repeatedly. The sole focus on the technology may lead to misconceptions that digital technologies are somewhat independent of gender dynamics, and other contextual settings within a particular relationship may be thus overlooked. Thus, it is important to highlight that with this contextual information, the impacts of fear, and psychological distress play out differently on the parties involved [38].

4.1.5. Interventions and prevention

The reviewed literature categorize the possible interventions of domestic violence/IPV prevention into primary, secondary, and tertiary programmes (including the use of technology). Primary prevention programmes aim to reduce the incidence of health threats before their occurrence, which include school- and community-based adolescent and family programmes precluding victimization and perpetration [50]. Primary prevention programmes may be disseminated as a part of mHealth over Internet and web-based educational activities, and usually focus on the underlying causes of IPV [42]. Secondary prevention programmes include IPV screening in healthcare settings, relocation into safe-haven shelters, counselling, medical and legal support preventing victimization [50]. Secondary prevention programmes focus on early detection post-exposure and subsequent treatment [42], while also incorporating diversion programmes, anger management, and de-escalation interventions organized for perpetrators [50]. Tertiary prevention programmes traditionally deal with mitigation efforts as well as the impacts of past experiences of IPV, PTSD counselling, recidivism reduction, or community reintegration [42, 50].

4.2. Overview of technologies and their impact

4.2.1. Technological opportunities

Al-Alosi [14] categorizes five key areas where technology can play a positive, empowering role in cases of IPV/domestic violence. These comprise: 1) provision of essential resources and services for victims; 2) reduction of loneliness, isolation, and facilitation of contact with (online) support groups; 3) provision of safety devices, assistance in safety plan development; 4) recording and collection of evidence for abuse; and 5) empowerment of victims.

First, essential (technological) resources and services predominantly focus on mobile phones, which represent a first point of contact, while providing access to a wide array of other services (e.g., housing, employment, safety) [14]. Informal self-help services and access to support groups can be also facilitated by phone, however, it has to be reminded that not every individual owns a phone as a personal device [47]. Access to technology further enables victims with necessary education enabling victims to help identify an abusive relationship and seek support; screening; follow-up care; legal services and advice, and mental health services, mostly in forms of technology dependent support (e.g., eGovernment) [14].

Providing these services online via anonymous access is useful, as face-to-face interactions often cause stigma, humiliation, and feelings of guilt and shame for the victims of abusive relationships [14, 62].

Second, technological assistance may contribute to reducing the feelings of isolation and hopelessness in victims by providing
access to online support groups, support buddies or other forms of peer support [29,45]. In Australia and United States phone companies offered free phone access to women experiencing IPV [14,63]. However, as suggested by the Duluth Power and Control wheel, perpetrators may use tactics to isolate their partners by controlling what the victim does or has access to, and who she communicates with, further limiting interactions, which are often justified by jealousy for these actions [14].

Third, devices may provide heightened levels of safety and assist in safety plan development. A variety of disposable tools and wearables can trigger alarms with the police (e.g., CCTV, watches, panic buttons) [14]. In the reviewed literature Campos Gavino et al. [23] report on the deployment of Bindi, a non-intrusive wearable necklace pendant device accompanied by a watch (smart bracelet), which, alongside a smartphone app, measures physiological data (e.g., blood volume pulse, galvanic skin response, skin temperature) and records speech and environmental audio to associate emotions with physiological signals in order to detect increased stress levels and potential violence detection. Chitkara et al. [33] developed a cheap safety device in form of a glove, which delivers a non-lethal electric shock to an abuser during a violent activity.

Fourth, technologies can play an important role in recording and collecting evidence of abuse. The importance of such evidence lies in the practice of discrediting the victim in court proceedings, without which obtaining a court protection order can prove to be difficult [14]. Digital evidence may make the perpetrators accountable, and assist further in enforcing the intervention order by recording its breach [14,64]. However, the uncontested disclosure of such data can also lead to re-victimization [64].

Consequently, technological means may provide further empowerment to the victims of domestic abuse by providing continuous support in iterative actions and making progress toward the desired goal [14]. Technologies may also contribute to the development of an economic independence of victims of IPV to facilitate financial empowerment of IPV victims, however only a few studies explored the role of technology in this domain [14].

Rodríguez-Rodriguez et al. [19] provide a complete, holistic platform based on Internet of Things (IoT) devices to tackle IPV. The goal is to overcome the previous technological limitations of available solutions. The platform provides multi-layered deployment, commonly used in IoT environments, for IPV monitoring, detection, and reporting. The multi-layered approach involves: a) substrate, e.g., BAN where the real source of data is generated; b) sensorization layer, which may involve both, the previous victim as well as the offender, for monitoring with multiple IoT devices; c) communication layer, communicating wirelessly with a gateway; d) middleware layer, which usually include other domestic sensors that fuses and unites data from various sources; e) computing and management layer, which provides text, AV-recognition, and can employ also ML/Al techniques; f) display/interface layer, which facilitates meaningful visualization of a possible alarm; and g) output layer, which may continuously report on current status and may provide ML/Al-enhanced prediction, management of risky situations [19]. The proposed holistic platform provides continuous status monitoring of previous victims and offenders, emergency management, as well as the seamless exchange of necessary information between possible victims and law enforcement or other professional and trusted entities [19].

4.2.2. The novelty of apps

A specific sub-type of technologies are software-based applications, which usually run on mobile devices of users or can be reached through the world-wide-web. The reviewed literature lists multiple proof-of-concepts and tested solutions, focusing on the various levels of prevention and support.

The review conducted by Cardoso et al. [24] lists that 38% of mobile devices and 18% of apps provide some form of protection, while 58% of mobile devices and 14% of apps try to address perpetration. Shah et al. [20] refer to the works of Sandulescu et al. [65] and Saki et al. [66]: the former focusing on a general improvement of quality of life by mobile phone recorded stress-detection of sound levels of prevention and support.

Multiple papers referred to the myPlan safety app [15,17], the aim of which is to provide a complex support for the safety of people in low- and middle-income countries against IPV. This goal is achieved primarily as a computer-based decision aid, assisting survivors of IPV to make tailored informed decision about their wellbeing, utilizing Dutton’s empowerment model [17]. A 12-months follow-up study proved the effectiveness of the myPlan app in terms of reduced total decisional conflict and increased subjective feeling of safety in decision-making in IPV [17,67]. Bellini et al. [45] report on the study in collaboration with a national charity (NGO) <Safe Start>, with whom they investigated the role of digital technologies in assisting perpetrators to reconsider and reform their abusive behaviour. Using ethnographic research methods the investigators highlight, for example, the role of modern messaging applications and social media to encourage partaking in regular meetings. However, the novelty of the types of technologies did not extend beyond the mobile phones, suggesting that often mundane and less sophisticated digital communication tools can prove to be efficient [45].

Tarzia et al. [68] and Jewkes et al. [51] report on the I-DECIDE project, which developed an online healthy relationship website application. The main benefits of such an approach are described as: its easy availability 24/7, as well as its seemingly anonymous nature (i.e., easier than telling someone) for asking questions and seeking support and reassurance for victims of IPV. In addition, a website can provide further information and raise overall awareness about the various forms, nuances, and the full spectrum of abusive relationships that would otherwise remain undetected [68]. Jewkes et al. [51] highlight the complex decision-making support of I-DECIDE for women experiencing IPV, and caveat that the needs these online tools try to provide may vary across the globe. Moreover, the acceptability of such technology needs to be established.

iSafe is also a web-based interactive and individualized Web-based decision aid for indigenous Māori women [17]. It involved a
safety priority setting activity, a danger assessment tool, and an interactive matrix of resources to aid in the development of an individually tailored action plan [69].

Finally, Wall et al. [31] report on the development of tablet-based program, which assists in data collection while working with children exposed to IPV.

4.2.3. A brand new field: AI/ML-based approaches

Studies reviewed by El Morr et al. [25] highlight the paucity of research addressing digital technologies in IPV prevention and interventions, especially in the domains of awareness, screening, prevention, and treatment. Despite the wide availability of digital technologies, ICT-based interventions are lacking in addressing IPV prevention and post-IPV challenges (e.g., mental illness, integration, coordination of healthcare and social services), which are currently missing from the literature [25].

There is an emerging amount of scholarly publications (Fig. 4) that approach IPV prevention from the ML/AI and data mining perspective. Although these algorithms often use historical data for retrospective studies [30], their learning capabilities through powerful statistical analysis (including deep neural networks), applied to large datasets (e.g., registries collected by institutions [22]; social media records [21]; audio records [20]) can predict risk levels of cyberbullying, IPV, etc. [19,27–29,32,34].

4.2.4. Technological challenges

On the negative side, technologies themselves introduce challenges. Given the lack of any current categorization, we provide a preliminary grouping, based on the nature, extension, or level of challenges that are mentioned in the reviewed literature.

Vulnerabilities from Operational Challenges: Technologies can often break down, as highlighted by Al-Alosi [14]. Due to this fact, over-dependence on these technologies may expose the vulnerabilities of users (and victims of IPV) to a greater degree.

Mayhew et al. [26] specify attack vectors used in technology-facilitated domestic violence, e.g., stalking, violating secrecy of electronic correspondence (i.e., messaging, emails), using electronic device gifts (also to children) as surveillance technologies; smart heating, lighting and door control systems; voice personal assistants; audio systems.

Campos Gavino et al. [23] furthermore highlight the challenges associated with solely technologically obtained evidence without real-time witnessing of the data generation process, as any digital data is intrinsically prone to manipulation. A related practice is called fraping, which refers to activities of unauthorized social media information alteration by third parties [18].

Vulnerabilities from Empowerment of the Perpetrators: Moreover, not all technological systems can be used by the victims. For example, electronic monitoring and body-worn cameras are predominantly used by law enforcement to document the response to IPV for the criminal justice system [14]. Furthermore, monitoring technological systems and similar may also empower the abusers as well (by providing surveillance and sousveillance capabilities).

Al-Alosi [14] mentions that a victim was denied the access to a Facebook account and therefore she visited her sister’s account to regain a sense of belonging to her family. However, she also says that victims who maintain social media account risk being stalked (content-wise, and location-wise).

Insufficient Awareness and Willingness to Use: Another limitation of these technologies is that their potential is significantly undermined by the lack of willingness to engage with these technologies by the practitioners [14].

Lack of Funding: The limitations of technologies and their insufficient awareness is further exacerbated by the lack of necessary funding for technology allocation [14].

4.2.5. Policy-related paradigm challenge emergence of statistical risk prediction and its effects on policing

Risk calculations emerged from the 18th century trade, commerce, and insurance industries that gradually expanded to social spheres; often coined as actuarial science, which refers to the calculation and management of risk and uncertainty [40]. It’s growth is often associated with the emergence of neoliberal concepts of efficiency, supported by technocratic, data-driven, algorithmic and smart technologies and their governance [40].

Black et al. [36] refer to the book of Policing the Risk Society [70], which merges the ideas of ‘risk society’ (also called new penology thesis) developed by Beck [71]; with Michel Foucault’s ‘governmentality’ perspective. The former refers to the increasing awareness of risk in societies of late modernity that favours management of offenders belonging to various risk groups instead of morally reforming them individually [71]. In this narrative the rehabilitative nature of punishment prevalent since the 19th century lost legitimacy in the 20th century, which led to increased penal severity, externalizing parts of the crime control beyond the state [72,73]. The latter develops a social constructionist account of risk ‘in process’ or ‘ever becoming,’ providing a less all-encompassing and more attainable risk management perspective [36]. Risk usually refers to the (statistical) likelihood of an individual not being the subject of a trial, or likelihood of not offending again [40]. Modern societies shift their focus from moral culpability of offenders to the assessment of riskiness of groups of societies in a statistical sense [74,75], while reconceptualizing risk management from a societal to a genuinely private issue [75].

Werth [40] distinguishes 4 generations of risk assessment approaches, used variously in correctional settings today: 1) clinical/professional/subjective evaluation conducted by professionals used on a case-by-case basis; 2) actuarial risk instruments implemented between 1930 and 1970 and beyond, which focused on the statistical prediction of reoffending using static risk factors (e.g., gender, criminal history, age at first arrest); 3) risk and needs assessment, which introduces next to static risk factors also dynamic/criminogenic needs, i.e., factors that can change and contribute to the individual correction (e.g., employment status, education level); 4) latest advancement in the risks and needs assessment focusing on linking better the assessment with correctional management and treatment.

In light of the latest developments, police work revolves around risk management, where the various continua of future risk
predictions take precedence over actual danger, and society is often consumed by insecurity and fear [40,70]. Risk professionals thus generate forms of risk communication, in which technology provides the means for risk classification and knowledge, contributing to a ‘perpetual quest for certainty’ [70].

The concept of risk society gained increased prominence from the 1990s onwards, when terrorist attacks and economic uncertainties lead to the re-evaluation of existing risk management tools [36]. Actuarial criminal risk prediction instruments were developed since the 1920s, from the 1960s onwards parole agencies developed actuarial tools, and risk instruments becoming a necessity rather than a convenience from the early 1990s [40]. In this context the ‘precautionary principle’ paradigm prevailed over the discourses about manageable risk [36]. In this paradigm any level of risk is unacceptable, the effectiveness of risk assessment tools is limited, and consequently the only responsible action is the prevention of risk by any means, and the future cost of risk is immeasurable [70]. The governance based on the precautionary principle moves on the following continuum: zero risk–worst case scenario–shifting the burden of proof–serious and irreversible damage, where newly the worst case scenario dominates the discourse instead of evidence-based policy, assumed and developed knowledge about risks. Consequently, uncertainty becomes a justification for pre-emptive action before risks even become known [36].

Black et al. [36] employ Foucault’s concept of le dispositif [76,77]. It refers to apparatus, i.e., an analysis of institutional constellations, administrative practices and beliefs that create conditions of exercising powers in society. This analysis uses the pretext that systems are historically situated, following certain inherent forces, resources, and norms [78]. The dispositif thus allows the analysis of, amongst others, unintended consequences, highlighting the way how everyday risks are governed instead of focusing on the calculable nature of the particular risks. The Foucauldian conceptualization sets the question of uncertainty into the organizational practice [79], which instead of focusing on the question of manageability of the unknown risks, analyses organizations as if management of the risk at hand is possible [36].

In addition, Werth [40] highlights the limitations of the latest risk instruments, and the prevailing hybrid responses of field level personnel. Actuarial risk management instruments are not short of additional rehabilitative and case-by-case approaches from practitioners, highlighting pertaining complexities of most of the cases and their goals (e.g., rehabilitation, retribution, risk containment). Field level personnel utilize the actuarial tools to protect themselves professionally to provide an institutional mechanism of justifying decisions, protection from professional oversight, or potential job loss (referred to ‘institutional insulation’ [40]). However, they often also defer these risk techniques by altering, minimizing, subverting, or resisting them in a variety of circumstances. Reasons behind these practices vary from the lack of trust in these techniques compared with their own clinical, professional evaluations; using them only in specific occasions for supporting a decision on risk but rarely on needs; or adjusting the scores to match pre-existing opinions as well as compensate based on information that is not part of the risk techniques [40].

The research by Powell et al. [39] provide insights into the practices of police forces while dealing with cases of IPV, and highlight that there is a dearth of existing literature on adult experiences of technology-facilitated (sexual) violence. They also highlight that electronic forms of IPV in certain cases represent a Catch-22: sometimes they provide sufficient evidence of victims’ experience, in other occasions they are do not acknowledge acts of abuse as serious harms [39].

In the policy domain the Smart Home Anti Domestic Abuse framework (SHADA), proposed by Mayhew et al. [26], suggests further legislative amendments to the UK Domestic Abuse bill based on the SHADA framework; requests more precise functional standard definition for technology developers of smart environments affecting domestic abuse; and argue for increased awareness of the general public about digital coercion and IPV in line with the SHADA framework [26].

5. Discussion

This literature review of the current use of technology in the area of domestic abuse highlighted that questions of IPV are at the heart of family privacy; there is a novel group of ML/AI-based techniques aiming at forecasting and prevention of IPV; the IPV debate is one-sidedly gender-based omitting all other forms of cohabitation; and fast pace of technological innovation. Below we will elaborate each of these topics individually.

5.1. Domestic violence and family privacy

Families are referred to as the nuclei of societies, and for the required level of intimacy, privacy is necessary [80]. This privacy is justifiably questionable at the evidence of domestic violence and IPV, and the safety, wellbeing, or best interest of the involved parties (be it any of the intimate partners, or children). In such cases the involvement of law enforcement, community assistance, and healthcare professionals is rightful in order to avoid further escalation of harm, for protection and respect of human dignity.

The challenge lies with the first and unreported cases of domestic violence, which often remains ignored, unnoticed, or dismissed by close communities, relatives, etc., associated with the affected families, and often lead to (re-)victimization with negative spillovers to children [14,81,82]. Ubiquitous smart home appliances, ambient voice assistants, wearables, or even mobile phones may have the capabilities to constantly monitor the increasing prevalence of such incidents. However, such scenario would not only be seriously intrusive to family privacy, but they would also intrude into the privacy of homes (and anybody who even temporarily shares the same environment).

Rather, aligned with the rediscovery of the (moderate) communitarian perspectives applicable to emerging technologies [83], the distinction of Bell [84] of the various types of communities sound plausible for the issue of domestic violence and the role of technology in it. Bell [84] emphasizes communities of a) place, b) memory, and c) psychological communities; all relevant for valued (communal) life. Communities of place refer to locality in physical and geographical sense, associated mostly with home or birthplace.
Communities of memory refer to groups sharing morally significant history, while psychological communities represent interactive bonds based on trust, cooperation, and altruism [84]. For domestic violence—traditionally described as a complex issue—all three forms of communities can be instrumental in a richer conceptualization of prevention, detection, and recovery. Such a conceptualization is then capable to overcome any reductionist interpretation of technologies as quick-fixes.

5.2. Emergent ML/AI-based techniques

The literature review highlighted a novel emergent trend in employing ML/AI-based techniques in forecasting, predicting, and thus preventing possible IPV incidents. While still in their infancy, the extrapolation of these results based on probability scores should always require a human-in-the-loop and a close collaboration with affected communities. It remains unclear what the appropriate (and legally justifiable) course of action should be if an ML/AI-based technique predicts the possibility of IPV as e.g., 40% or 70%. Arguably, with ML/AI-based techniques, alongside secondary (early-detection) and tertiary (impact mitigation), technologies also increasingly facilitate the possibility of primary (preventative) interventions [50].

The presence of ML/AI-based techniques should be always supervised and qualified for the right interpretation in a decision-making setting, either for the user or professionals. Furthermore, the legal framework for law enforcement and other professional services associated with IPV prevention need to be specified. There is a dearth of literature on the legal and professional role of law enforcement and other professional supportive and protective services in relation to emergent technologies, regarding how they should be used responsibly in reporting, evidence collection, and further prevention of IPV. The reviewed literature also suggests that the legal framework worldwide needs further development to incorporate the ubiquitous presence of smart environments.

5.3. IPV as gender-based violence

The results of our literature review suggest that the majority of the IPV-related scholarly debate investigates it through the gender-based lens. This result is in line with the review of El Morr et al. [25], who also identified 32 studies associated with women, and only 1 involved both men and women. Also in our review, only a single paper [43] investigated the IPV from the perspective of men, and none incorporated other non-binary relationships. A noticeable amount of literature mentioned by Werth [40] and Sasaki et al. [41] refer to female-to-male domestic violence. While the problem of IPV can be interpreted as a gender-based violence, it is imperative to extend the research on the role and effects of technologies in personal relationships also to non-binary and other alternative arrangements.

There is a danger of bias in the collected datasets that is being analyzed and threat-models developed for ML/AI-based techniques. For example, a large amount of variables to train artificial neural networks in order to determine domestic violence predictors used by Silva et al. [28] presume that the attacker is the husband who harmed his wife. While Werth [40] mentions the efforts of creating gender-responsive risk assessment tools, he also refers to studies that highlight underutilized research on empirical data of female crime patterns. We, however, argue that without more inclusive datasets further harm can be caused to any human being involved in domestic violence, by either not being able to detect in due time the dangers of such harm, or by ignoring the specific nuances presented by the irresponsible and harmful use of technology, before the gender-based view can be applied.

5.4. Fast pace of technological innovation

The fast technological development endorses quick commercialization and marketability of devices and services. For example, Mayhew et al. [26] highlight that although digital abuse may be considered advanced, increasingly their performance over the years became technologically uncomplicated, given the proliferation of networks, pervasiveness of commonplace technologies, and freely available tools. Bellini et al. [45] refer to this as mundane technologies (citing Dourish et al. [85]). Similarly, AirTags created by Apple since its release faces repeated criticism that it enables and empowers stalkers and other malicious actors to monitor their victims [86, 87]. Researchers from the Technical University of Darmstadt developed an smartphone app AirGuard with the purpose of reporting the presence of stalkerware devices that a user comes within reach the maintain one's privacy [88]. At the time of writing this article, the class action trial Hughes et al v. Apple Inc. has been filed in California against the unwarranted use of stalkerware [89].

Mayhew et al. [26] also highlight the challenges associated with the ubiquitous presence of technologies. However, the coercive control is not facilitated exclusively by (consumer) devices but the digital infrastructure. Fast network access, 5G, electric vehicles, smart home power networks, the whole inter-connected infrastructure empowers abusers, and the authors warn against the emergence of abuse-for-hire services in the future [26]. It can be argued that the fast pace of innovation somehow still circumvent the necessary ethical requirements for engineering design [90]. For example, property renting is a highly regulated business worldwide, providing sufficient protection for all tenants of a household worldwide. However, Internet access, with the provided ISP routers, are agnostic of the legal protection for Internet access for (adult) members of a household. Such a lack of legal recognition creates an imbalance between the tech-savvy household network maintainer, without any possible protection of the less technologically skilled parties. Currently, no meaningful solution exists to set up dual- or multiple admin accounts to household gateways to the Internet (i.e., home routers). The responsible design of essential home devices, along with legal assurances similar to rental contracts, would certainly empower the vulnerable partner, once elements of IPV or other forms of abusive incidents emerge.

5.5. Bigger picture

The purpose of this article was to provide a systematic literature review analysing the ethical challenges and opportunities of digital
and smart technologies provide to the stakeholders involved in tackling domestic abuse. As delineated, domestic violence remains a grave and complex social problem affecting people of any gender, age, social status, ethnic or cultural backgrounds. The issue of domestic violence and IPV worsened during the worldwide lockdowns during the COVID-19 pandemic. Digital, online, or artificial intelligence-based smart technological services, applications, and tools provide some novel approaches in addressing domestic violence, as well as they support the various stages of support for victims. However, our results not only highlight the prevailing public health and societal issues as the leading narratives of domestic violence. They also confirm its predominant gender-based violence interpretation. Our review highlights an emerging trend for the role of ML/AI-based approaches in identifying and preventing domestic violence. However, we argue that research on the socio-technical applications for domestic violence prevention, detection, and recovery is still in early stages, resulting in little amount of recommendations available to professionals. There is a dearth of knowledge for professionals on how to use these approaches in a responsible way, and on how to respond to the phenomenon that the smartness and high-tech nature of technologies is often challenged by quicker uptake of basic-level technologies from perpetrators, creating an imbalance for professionals to tackle this issue. Overall, this knowledge gap limits an impactful development of a comprehensive socio-technical regime that serves the safety and resilience of families in their communal setting.
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